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Rapid Speed Technology Overview of Technology Potential in Colorado

Vactrain (“Hyperloop”) 
Technologies

Vactrain, or Hyperloop, technologies are elevated guideways that propel vehicles using 
magnetic levitation via electric propulsion. Passenger or cargo “pods” in an evacuated 
(airless) or partly evacuated (low-pressure) tube can travel at airline speeds, up to 700 
mph, for long distances due to ultra-low aerodynamic drag.

• Representative companies include Virgin Hyperloop One (VHO), Hyperloop 
Transportation Technologies (HTT), and TransPod, among others.

→ Range: Inter-city & Regional (Appropriate for long-distance travel options )

If constructed in Colorado, it is 
likely in a greenfield alignment, 

as the curve radii for these speeds 
would be larger than that of 

conventional railroad, highway, or 
utility corridors.

Automated MagLev
Technologies

Automated MagLev technologies are at-grade guideways that move “sleds”, operating in 
exclusive barrier-separated lanes. Sleds can carry personal automobiles, pallet sized 
freight, or technology-specific vehicles, and can travel up to 200 mph.

• Arrivo is a representative company that has developed this technology. As of 
December 2018, however, the company had announced its closure.

→ Range: Regional & Intra-city (appropriate for medium-distance travel options )

If constructed in Colorado, it is 
likely within highway rights-of-

way, as travel pattern would likely 
be within one defined 

area/region.

Underground Tunnel 
Technologies

Underground tunnel technologies are below grade guideways that transport passengers 
on autonomous electric “skates” traveling at speeds up to 125-150 mph. Skates can 
carry personal automobiles, cargo, or technology-specific vehicles.

• The Boring Company, founded in 2016 by Elon Musk, is the only company known to 
date developing this type of rapid speed technology.

→ Range: Intra-city & Metro (appropriate for medium- to short-distance travel options).

If developed in Colorado, it is 
likely underground largely within 
highway, railroad, or other public 

rights-of-way.

Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) 
Technologies

PRT technologies are aerial guideway networks (“podways”) transporting passengers on 
suspended, ultralight, automated electric vehicles (“pods”). Pods are typically sized for 
individual or group travel, traveling at speeds between 30 to 45 mph.

• Representative companies include SkyTran and TransitX.

→ Range: Intra-city & Metro (appropriate for medium- to short-distance travel options).

If constructed in Colorado, it could 
be part of a first or last mile 
solution in a business park or 

retail power center.



Vactrain (“Hyperloop”) 
Technologies
Sample Companies: VHO, HTT

• Technology

• Passengers or Cargo in "pods" floating 
above the track using magnetic levitation 
via electric propulsion through a low-
pressure tube.

• Both Maglev and vacuum tube 
technologies have been implemented in 
various applications, but not together.

• Status

• Since 2013, many companies working to 
advance various aspects of technology.

• Virgin Hyperloop One (VHO) has 
constructed a ½ mile full-scale test track in 
North Las Vegas. 

• In 2017, Hyperloop Transportation 
Technologies (HTT) began construction of 
the first full-scale passenger capsule.



Automated MagLev
Technologies
Sample Company:  Arrivo

• Technology

• System focuses on Maglev technology using 
sleds to transport passengers and freight. 
Speeds up to 200 MPH.

• Status

• Arrivo considered the potential for a test 
track in the Metro Denver area. However, 
in December 2018 (near completion of this 
study), Arrivo announced its dissolution. 



Underground Tunnel 
Sample Company: The Boring Company

• Technology

• Infrastructure and tunnel construction company 
founded by Elon Musk.

• Selected by the Chicago Infrastructure Trust, on behalf 
of the City of Chicago, to design, build, finance, and 
operate O’Hare Express service (Chicago Express 
Loop, 17 miles), traveling on autonomous electric 
skates at up to 150 mph.

• Selected by Las Vegas to 

• Status

• Tunneling for mass transit has been around since the 
late 1800’s; high cost technology. 

• Musk believes smaller tunnel boring machines will cut 
capital costs significantly.

• Not yet considered in Colorado.



Personal Rapid Transit 
(PRT) Technologies
Sample Companies: Transit X/SkyTran

• Technology

• Proposed as a suspended, ultra-narrow 
gauge rail network with ultralight pod 
vehicles. 

• High capacity, automated network would 
provide non-stop, single-seat travel from 
origin to destination on an exclusive right-
of-way.

• Status

• Pods are proposed to be ADA compliant 
and at each stop, vertical lifts would 
provide easy access to the platform above.

• There is currently no funding to advance 
this technology within Colorado.
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